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My Experience

• 30 Years in academia

• 1983-1989; Assistant Professor, Eppley Inst for Res in Cancer and Allied 
Diseases & Dept of Biochemistry, University of Nebraska Medical Center

• 1989-1995; Associate Professor of Pharmacology, Wayne State University

• 1995-1999; Professor of Pharmacology, Wayne State University

• 1999-2012; Professor of Pediatrics, Medical College of Wisconsin

• 5 Years in Government

• 2012-present; Associate Director for Health, US EPA Office of Research and 
Development, National Health and Environmental Effects Research 
Laboratory

• Why move?
• Career goals and challenges not being met 

by local opportunities
• “The fastest way to advance one’s career is 

to move” – Ronald W. Estabrook



Where to Look

• Government

• All government positions are posted on https://www.USAjobs.com

• Academia

• Professional journals

• On-line job sites

• Professional society web sites

• Use discretion, but take advantage of your networks

• Make inquiries about suitability of position for your career goals

• If possible, talk to individual previously holding position

• Talk to colleagues who interacted with person in position previously

• Talk to individuals familiar with organization

https://www.usajobs.com/


The Application Package

• All application packages requests I have seen, both academic and 
government, requested:

• Curriculum Vitae

• Cover letter

• List of references

• The Curriculum Vitae represents a factual outline of your 
experience and credentials

• Organization and sub-headings should be logical; several options, but make 
it easy to find information! My recommendations:

• Name and current affiliation/address

• Citizenship

• Education and Training

• Professional positions and responsibilities

• Outside professional activities (e.g., editorial boards, national or 
international advisory committees, roles in professional societies)



The Application Package

• My recommendations (cont’d):
• Honors and awards

• Extramural research support

• Teaching/mentoring experience

• Programmatic development

• Invited speaking engagements (consider dividing by international, national, 
regional)

• Publications

• Include all authors, title and PMID and/or DOI

• Divide by original research publications; book chapters and reviews

• Include publication of data sets for open access (e.g., Dryad)

• Abstracts

• Inclusion of descriptive text regarding experience and qualification is NOT 
recommended in the Curriculum Vitae unless a cover letter is NOT requested

• Do not worry about length, but do not “pad” with ancillary information



The Application Package

• Cover Letter

• Represents opportunity to sell yourself and make a good first 
impression

• Be concise.  If no page limit,no longer than 2-pages

• Tailor cover letter to the job description; outline how you and your 
experience meet the needs/responsibilities of the job

• Include evidence of your interpersonal and 
leadership skills

• Include experience and success working as a team 
member

• Avoid personal attributes (e.g., I like cats)



The Application Package

• List of References

• Obtain permission

• Include individuals working closely with you, as well as those that are not

• Example of latter: individuals who have served with you on external committees

• Try to include an individual who does not know you personally, but knows of 
your work (e.g., a journal editor or associate editor)



Recruitment Process

• Academia and Government
1) Initial screening by HR

• Do credentials meet the requirements of the position?

2) Search Committee
• Rank candidates against requirements of the position
• Identify top candidates for in-person interviews
• Recommendation of best candidate to deciding official

3) Interview
• Research your interviewers and the institution – publications, research themes, 

external activities, institutional strategic plans
• Be yourself
• Listen carefully to questions, pause to craft answers
• Keep in mind that at this point, it is a question of best match



Recruitment Process

• Academia and Government

4) The Seminar

• Present past/current research, as well as vision/strategy for future

• Tell a story

• What is the problem and why is it important

• Key elements of approach

• Results and Impact

• Take home lessons

• No more than 1 slide per minute of presentation – Take into account time for 
Q&A

• Graphics more effective than text

• Self-deprecating humor can be effective and demonstrates self-confidence

5) Follow-up with notes of appreciation (email OK)

• Overall, create opportunities to advance your career!


